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Pentkhaus

Expansive Beachfront Estate
Singapore, Singapore, Singapore, , , ,

PRODAZHNAYA TSENA

$ 2250000.00

 1018 qm  11 komnaty  6 spal'ni  5 vannyye
komnaty

 5 etazhi  5 qm Ploshchad'
zemel'nogo uchastka

 5 mesta dlya
mashin

Karla Adams
Open Doors Panama Estates

Panamá, Panama - Mestnoye Vremya

+507 6390-5229
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Welcome to your paradise by the sea, an expansive two story villa with panoramic floor to ceiling views of the Pacific Ocean. Upon entering the

arched exterior door to the courtyard, the first impression is the tranquility of the fountain, the elegance of the hand laid stone tiles and the

craftsmanship of the custom wrought iron and glass doorway that allows the first glimpse of the sea. Stepping inside, a grand chandelier and

custom tile inlay accent the high ceilings and broad spaces. An entertainer’s dream, the upper level great room brings conversation from living

room to kitchen and dining and right out to the balcony overlooking the pool and ocean. There’s plenty of room for dancing and live entertainment!

For the culinary enthusiast, a large black granite island and marble backsplash frame the custom cabinets and upgraded stainless appliances. A

walk-in pantry keeps everything at your fingertips. The master suite is truly a luxury with the open view from the standalone soaking bathtub

through glass French doors to the balcony. Built with functionality and convenience in mind, small details are noted everywhere. Heading down

the floating staircase, four additional bedrooms provide plenty of room for family, offices or additional guest accommodations. The two front rooms

enjoy ocean views and walk-out access to the pool and patio. The glass accordion doors on both levels provide plenty of fresh breeze from the

ocean. For the wine and cigar enthusiast, a custom wine cellar with vent can fit a tasting or card table and is decorated with curved brick ceilings

and faux paint. Lounge with loved ones in the large sitting room. The home has upgraded internet with solid connection throughout perfect for

online entertainment or working from home. The pool and deck provide relaxing afternoons and romantic evenings. Just wait until you can watch

the sunrise over the ocean, the whales entertaining in their mating season, and the full moon rising over the balcony. There really is something

special inside
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Andromeda Ocean Estates is a gated beachfront community in the charming Pacific coast town of Pedasi, Panama. The community boasts the

areas most attractive recreation center and features Brisas del Mar restaurant and bar. Home to a diverse population of Panamanian and foreign

residents, the community is popular with people of all ages. Occasional live entertainment brings guests from the community and around Pedasi.

For more information about Andromeda Ocean Estates or for a tour of the community, please contact us.
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